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The shenanigans of the Valentines are just too much I was literally laughing out loud to
myself while reading The book had some steamy parts as well, but the comedy really kept it

going Great book I truly enjoyed this novel, not only was it hilarious but there is a powerful
message regarding forgiveness, apologizing and the importance of communication There is
a thin line between love and hate and the antics between Mat and Chante was hysterical
but I did feel their pain Instead of dealing with the hidden issues of thier relationship it
became easy to fight about insignificant issues or to one up the other person s retaliation
Nevertheless, this novel shows that where there is forgiveness and love restoration and
reconciliation can happen even is the most troubled marriage Bravo Ms Byrd another
fabulous book @DOWNLOAD EPUB æ When Valentines Collide Ú When It Came To
Revitalizing Relationships, Dr Chante Valentineand Dr Matthew Valentine Knew All The
Right Moves Except Whenit Came To Mending Their Own Volatile Vows Since Divorce
Wouldjeopardize Their Respective Careers, The Love Gurus Reluctantly Agreedto A Two
Week Sex Therapy RetreatGetting From The Seminar Than They Bargained For,
Chantesuddenly Found Herself Appreciating Her Husband S Strong, Leanphysique For The
First Time In Years, And Matthew Couldn T Deny Hisattraction To Sexy Chante But When
A Devastating Secret Is Revealed, Will The Love Doctors Lose Their Second Chance At
Loveor Add A Newlittle Valentine To Their Family This was laugh out loud funny literally
The Valentines, relationship experts, by the way with successful books and TV and radio
shows , were out of control The things they did to spite each other shaking my head My
favorites had to be taking a chainsaw to her car and what he did to her shoes Oh, wait, and
what the dog did to her room Lol Too funny Despite everything they did to each other, they
were in love I thought it was sweet the way he would stay up late to wait for her, but pretend
he was up because he was working One interesting note about this book is that it included
a mature couple though you couldn t tell from their behavior , which was a nice change from
the usual twenty somethings. I read this book on my way to and from work today and it kept
me entertained I loved the idea of the story, but I was a little irritated by the couple s
constant and sometimes childish bickering, especially considering their age and what they
both do for a living I am also not one to take revenge by damaging a lover s property, so I
found the wilful destruction a bit extreme at times I have read several of the author s
previous works and wasn t a huge fan of her sex scenes, but I thoroughly enjoyed the
chocolate massage oil love scene in this book yummy Talk about doctors not being good
patients is an understatement when it comes to love guru relationship experts Drs Matthew
and Chante Valentine This story was both hilarious, with the ridiculous revenge that they
had on one another, and ever so passionate when they realized that they were truly still in
love They were able to give their audiences wonderful advice on love, but had an awful time
practicing what they preached when it came to their own marriage and the problems that
they did not want to deal with Awesome read I was in stitches with some of the stunts these
lovers pulled A superb look into what happens after I do Not couple gets happily ever after
This novels is about two relationship doctors When helping others they are know it alls,
however when it comes saving their own marriage they are two educated fools Every

married couple has troubles that they have to work through, the Valentines argue, throw,
kick, bark, kiss and yes even use power tools to get through theirs All in all it was a wild ride
with a happy ending. A married couple that are therapist, have a television show to help
other married couples, but are having so many issues that their marriage might not survive I
especially liked the antics between the couple. aww this book was just so sweet

Mathew and Chante Valentine are both relationship gurus Mathew with a highly popular t.v
show and four bestsellers Chante with a late night radio talk show and a her first book now
on the top ten list They ve been married for eleven years, the first nine were blissful, but
pressure was on to start a family After nine miscarriages, Chante doesn t want to try any,
but she doesn t have the heart to tell Mathew It seems that everytime they make love he s
eager for it to be the time they finally make the one that sticks As they both avoid the true
issue in their marriage, the bickering starts Both are passionate and this brings out their
volatile side And the war starts First it s Mathew s comment on Letterman that makes fun of
the school where she received her degree then it s a comment Chante makes in her studio
when she doesn t think she s on air, that digs at Mathew s on t.v patients The anger comes
home, where Mathew has to glue down the valuables because Chante has a penchant for
throwing things at him So their best friends con them into going on a conference for the last
time as a couple, only it s really a retreat for couples to teach them how to connect again in
the bedroom Falling in love again only makes the pain when all the secrets are out that
much painful.When you begin reading this book, you swear you are right in the middle of a
scene from the movie War of the Roses Volatile, passionate, explosive, their battles only let
out the steam but never get to the heart of their problems And the sexual charge between
them is enough to scorch the pages These are great characters I fell in love with them both
Ms Byrd pulls you in with her witty dialogues and heated conflicts always making us smile at
the antics of these two so called relationship experts Then we get to really see the pain
inside these two Even I wondered how they were going to get over the pain and remember
that they were soul mates This is an awesome read I read it in one sitting This one is
definitely going on the keeper shelf.
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